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MBA30112 MBA Degree Examinations - December, 2015 (Regulation 2012-13) (Examination at the end of III Semester)



Paper-I: Strategic Management Time : Three hours



Maximum Marks: 70



SECTION-A



5x3=15M



Answer any FIVE questions from the following: 1. a) Strategic Decision d) Mission statement g) Turnaround process



b) Intensive Strategy e) Competitive Analysis h) Balanced score card SECTION-B Answer all Questions



c) Strategy formulation f) Strategic Analysis 5x8=40M



2. a) Define strategic management. Explain its scope and objectives of Strategic Management. (or) b) Distinguish between vision and mission and list out the characteristics of mission statement. 3. a) What is strategic choice? Explain the various methods adopted for strategic choice. (or) b) Explain how corporate analysis is made using BCG Matrix model. 4. a) What is the concept of Porter’s value chain? How is it useful to business enterprises? (or) b) Discuss corporate level (grand) strategies. 5. a) ‘A Bakery starts producing pastries and other similar products’. What type of diversification strategy is being followed by it and why? (or) b) What is Merger? Explain different types of Mergers. 6. a) Define strategy evaluation. Explain what types of barriers are commonly faced in strategy evaluation? (or) b) Describe the various criteria available for strategy control. SECTION – C Case Study (Compulsory)



1x15=15M



7. In Feb.2001, the Government of India announced a ban on advertising by cigarette companies and restrictions on the sale of consumption tobacco products. The proposed Tobacco Products (prohibition of advertisement and regulation) Bill, 2001 prohibits smoking in public places and the sale of tobacco products to people under the age of 18. According to the bill, no tobacco related business would be allowed to advertise in any type of media. Even surrogate advertising, like sponsoring sports and cultural events, by such companies was to be banned. International brands, however continued to advertise on satellite TV channels. Naturally this put the domestic players at a disadvantage. To make matters worse, tobacco companies had already been badly affected by rising excise duties and compensation from smuggled products. In fact, the number of cigarettes sold declined between 1977 and 2002, and major cigarette companies saw a decline in sales volume. The declining sales of cigarettes, the proposed ban on advertising, the increasing anti-tobacco campaigns and the experienced in developed countries seemed to suggest that tobacco would no longer be a profitable business in the future. Consequently ITC decided to diversify into non-tobacco business. ITC made its first foray into a non-tobacco business long back in the 1970s when it entered the hotel industry. Since then the company has diversified into a variety of other business sportswear, greeting cards, ready to serve packaged foods, confectionery and branded staples to reduce the dependence on its cigarette business. Questions: a) Do you justify ITC’s diversification from its core competency? b) Outline the strategies required for managing a highly diversified company like ITC.



MBA30212 MBA Degree Examinations - December, 2015 (Regulation 2012-13) (Examination at the end of III Semester)



Paper-II: Innovation Management Time : Three hours



Maximum Marks: 70



SECTION-A



5x4=20M



Answer any FIVE questions from the following: 1. a) Invention b) KPO c) Radical innovation d) Concept Development e) Balanced Scorecard f) Copy Right g) Strategic Alliance h) Social Media SECTION-B Answer all Questions



5x10=50M



2. a) Describe the various driver and sources of innovation in the Indian context. (or) b) What is innovation designing process? Explain how to manage innovation process. 3. a) Define ‘Technology’ and explain difference between innovation and technology. (or) b) What is new product development? Explain how technology may influence on new product development. 4. a) What are innovation measurement tools? Explain its advantages and disadvantages. (or) b) Define innovation diffusion and explain its process. 5. a) Explain the impact of ‘business innovation’ on information technology. (or) b) Discuss the methods of managing intellectual property, issues and challenges in the Indian context. 6. a) What are the new trends in innovation and explain how to create innovative capabilities? (or) b) What are the principles and practices followed by the government to implement innovation?



MBA303F10 MBA Degree Examinations - December, 2015 (Regulation 2010-11) (Examination at the end of III Semester)



Paper-III: Security Analysis and Portfolio Management Time : Three hours



Maximum Marks: 70



SECTION-A Answer the following questions: 1. a) Define investment. Explain about various avenues of investment. (or) b) What is meant by mutual funds? Give an account of various types of mutual funds available in the Indian Capital Market. 2. a) How do you assess the present value of a bond? Explain the various bond value theorems with examples. (or) b) A company recently paid an annual dividend on its stock of Rs.3/- per share. The dividend is expected to grow at Re.1/- per share for the next 4 years. Thereafter, the dividend is expected to grow at 6% p.a. indefinitely. The required rate of return on stocks with similar risk is 15%. What is the intrinsic value of the stock. 3. a) Define marketing diversification. List the limitations of Markowitz model of portfolio selection. (or) b) The following data is available to you as portfolio manager. Security A B C D E Market index Govt. security



Estimated return (%) 30 25 20 11.5 10 15 7



Beta 2 1.5 1.0 0.8 0.5 1.0 0



Standard deviation (%) 50 40 30 25 20 18 0



In terms of the security market line, which of the securities listed above are over priced, under priced and perfectly priced? 4. a)



b) 5. a)



b)



“Portfolio evaluation essentially comprises two functions, performance measurement and performance evaluation”. Discuss. (or) What do you mean by portfolio evaluation? Explain the need and perspectives of portfolio evaluation. What is meant by portfolio revision? What factors necessitate portfolio revision and the major constraints? (or) “Formula plans help the investor to overcome being emotionally attached to the stock” Explain. Part-B Case Study (Compulsory)



The estimates of the Standard deviations and correlation co-efficient for the three stocks are given below: Correlation with Stock A B C A 32 1.00 -0.80 0.40 B 26 -0.80 1.00 0.65 C 18 0.40 0.65 1 If a portfolio is constructed with 15% of stock ‘A’, 50% of stock ‘B’ and 35% of stock ‘C’. What is the portfolio’s standard deviation? Stock



Standard deviation



MBA303F12 MBA Degree Examinations - December, 2015 (Regulation 2012-13) (Examination at the end of III Semester)



Paper-III: Financial Markets and Services Time :



Three hours



Maximum Marks: 70



SECTION-A



5x3=15M



Answer any FIVE questions from the following: 1. a) Inter Corporate Deposits c) Factoring e) Gilt Edged Securities g) New issue market



b) Deep Discount Bonds d) Credit Rating f) Depository participants h) SCR Act, 1956 SECTION-B Answer all Questions



5x8=40M



2. a) Discuss the role of the financial system in the economic development of a country. (or) b) Define commercial papers. Explain about commercial papers market in India. 3. a) What is Capital Market? Discuss about the different capital market instruments in India. (or) b) What is ADR? Explain the issue procedure and SEBI guidelines on the issue of ADRs. 4. a) Define financial services. Explain different types of financial services along with their functions. (or) b) Write a note on innovative financial and instruments available in Indian Financial Market. 5. a) Define NBFCs. Explain the role of NBFCs in the growth of Indian economy. (or) b) Explain the role of Micro-finance institutions in financial inclusion. 6. a) Define SEBI. Explain about various regulations that have taken place in SEBI Act, 1992. (or) b) Explain about the recommendations of different committees on financial sector reforms. SECTION – C Case Study (Compulsory)



1x15=15M



7. Sundari Company manufacturers wet grinders and sells goods on credit. The credit turnover of the company amounts to Rs.10 crore. The credit terms are 2/10, net 30 and 60% of the customers avail cash discount and the remaining customers make a payment after 60 days from the date of sale. Past records reveal that 0.8% of the credit sales turn out to be bad debts. The variable cost ratio is 70%. The book debts of (receivables) the company are being financed by a mix of bank borrowings and owned funds in the ratio of 2:1 which cost 20% and 25% respectively. The company wants to avail factoring services of Can Bank Factors Ltd. Sundari offers a deal consisting of 0.10% as a reserve, 0.20% as a discount charge and 5% of the value of receivables (payable-upfront) as a commission for other services. The guaranteed payment date is thirty days after the date of purchase of invoice. In Sundari company asks for your advice as a consultant, what would you suggest the company?



MBA303H12 MBA Degree Examinations - December, 2015 (Regulation 2012-13) (Examination at the end of III Semester)



Paper-III: Human Resource Planning Time :



Three hours



Maximum Marks: 70



SECTION-A



5x3=15M



Answer any FIVE questions from the following: 1. a) Job analysis b) Demand forecasting c) Technology & Human Resource Planning d) Human Resource policies e) Factor comparison f) Succession planning g) Impact of globalization h) Human Resource Audit SECTION-B Answer all Questions



5x8=40M



2. a) Define Human Resource Planning. Explain the process of Human Resource Planning. (or) b) Explain the methods and techniques of HRP. 3. a) Define Human Resource Management. Discuss the how technology plays an important role on HR practices. (or) b) What do you mean by strategic Human Resource Planning and explain the concept in detail. 4. a) What are the two important approaches to job design? What is the relevance of each approach to the present industrial situation in India? (or) b) Discuss the job evaluation methods in detail. 5. a) What do you mean by career planning? Explain the stages of career planning. (or) b) What is succession planning? How do the organization plan for the succession of the employees. 6. a) Define the term ‘Management Information System’. Explain the need for human resource information system. (or) b) Distinguish Human Resource Audit and Human Resource Accounting. SECTION – C Case Study (Compulsory)



1x15=15M



7. Sheela Rao joined B.P. Foods Ltd., as a Senior Manager in the specialty and gifts division, bringing with her 10 years of industrial experience. The reason for Sheela learning a big company such as the Hemington Group and joining a growing concern such as B.P. Foods Ltd., was because of the reputation of Manisha Kapoor, the CEO, who had an industry reputation of an inspiring leader, involved with clarity of purpose and a passion to make an impact in her chosen vacation. Contd..



:: 2 :: Sheela very soon realized that there existed a communication problem in her division. When anything goes wrong, someone will say something and somebody else would hear it in a different way. Thus Sheela decided to immediately focus on identifying clear goals and explaining them to her staff. Such efforts helped to clarify with her subordinates, what was going to be their role in achieving organizational goals. Sheela also emphasized accountability-holding people accountable for how well they perform while trying to achieve those goals. She also believed in delegating day-to-day tasks and preparing her subordinates for accepting jobs which will help them to rise higher in the organization. The efforts put in by Sheela especially her contribution towards the organization’s growth by undertaking the role of a mentor to her subordinate resulting in an highly enthusiastic qualitative workforce in her division were observed and highly appreciated by the top management. In view of the above, it was decided to promote Sheela as AGM (Career Management), soon after she completed one and a half years with B.P. Foods Ltd. The CEO, Manisha Kapoor, decided to call a meeting of all the divisional heads, to communicate this decision while discussing the action plans for the future diversification programmes of the company. The meeting did not move in the direction it was desired to move and ended in an inconclusive manner. Manisha realized that some serious soul searching about gender bias at senior level had to be done. She recalled Law of the statement made by some of the divisional heads. Govind Meena Om



-



Women don’t possess those ‘Masculine traits’ desirable to become good leaders. For how long can women remain single and career oriented? Women are usually risk aversive, being detail driven and they do not take in the long term view.



Questions: a) Do you agree with Manisha’s assessment of a gender bias issue in the above case? Why? b) What methods according to you can be adopted by Manisha to dissolve the uneasy feeling experienced by the other divisional heads?



MBA303M12 MBA Degree Examinations - December, 2015 (Regulation 2012-13) (Examination at the end of III Semester)



Paper-III: Consumer Behaviour and Marketing Research Time : Three hours



Maximum Marks: 70



SECTION-A



5x3=15M



Answer any FIVE questions from the following: 1. Write short notes on: a) Nicosia Model d) Diffusion of innovation g) Personality



b) Reference group e) Social class h) Consumer diversity SECTION-B Answer all Questions



c) Cognitive learning f) Impulse buying 5x8=40M



2. a) Explain the application of consumer behavior knowledge in marketing decisions. (or) b) Discuss the various dimensions of consumer behavior in detail. 3. a) Explain how situational factors are likely to influence the degree of consistency between attitudes and behavior. (or) b) What is motive? What are the various roles that motivate play in influencing consumer behavior. 4. a) Describe the influence of culture on consumer behavior and evaluate the core values of Indians. (or) b) Discuss about various models of consumer decision making and describe Howard-Sheth model of consumer decision making. 5. a) What is Marketing Research? Discuss the nature and importance of marketing research in detail. (or) b) How can marketers influence the information search process of their consumers? Illustrate by taking suitable example. 6. a) Explain briefly the elements of advertising research. (or) b) Explain the contents of a market research report. SECTION – C Case Study (Compulsory)



1x15=15M



Lifeline Ambulances 7. There are some things that even the well informed are ill formed about. Emergency services, for example. Particularly ambulance services and the life saving difference that speedy first aid and specialized equipment can make, enroute, when a critical case is being rushed to hospital. In a country where healthcare systems are overloaded and so many ‘essential services’ are given to lethargy and fatalism, a highly efficient private sector player ought to find a net opportunity in providing reliable and high quality ambulance services. For a small annual subscription fee, it could even run like an insurance plan – made viable by the idea of using the pooled resources of many to help the few in need. Contd .. 2



:: 2 :: In 1997, Mohit Sagar, an Indian doctor returned from USA to Delhi with the idea of starting a network of emergency services on America’s famous ‘911’ pattern. After a quick survey of Delhi, he set up Lifeline Services, the first of its kind in India, offering medical emergency transportation services in the capital. The city’s hospitals had their own ambulances, but Sagar found that these were overburdened and slow, often taking an hour to reach trouble spot. Also, their equipment was not as good as the best available in the developed markets. Quality remained poor because nobody was ensuring stringent standards. Hospitals were lax and consumers who did use ambulances did so under anxiety that they were thankful just to get hold of a vehicle. Yet, demand was growing. At its launch, Lifeline estimated that Delhi had an average monthly figure of 6000 emergency cases (including road accidents), involving people with an ability to pay for ambulance service. Lifeline decided to invest in a fleet of ambulances equipped with IV tubes, oxygen tanks and masks, a defibrillator, comb bag, vacuum splint and other essentials. The firm also hired a staff that included qualified paramedics and doctors to accompany the patient to the hospital and administer first aid. Simultaneously, it decided to send out a sales team to enroll families as subscribers. For an annual fee of Rs.1500, the subscriber was promised about four free trips for anyone in the family (or otherwise), depending on the plan chosen. The pricing was steep, but the justification was the service’s unique selling proposition: a commitment to reach the site within just 9 minutes. Lifeline started operations in 1997 with about 25 ambulances, mostly Maruti Omini vans, costing around Rs.10 lakh each. The idea was to cover South Delhi first. About a year later, it added 10 more vehicles. Staff costs were high, with 10 doctors and 25 paramedics on the rolls, apart from two-three drivers per vehicle (working in shifts). To meet the brand promise, the vehicles had to placed at key junctions throughout Delhi – with Lifeline’s call centre at Kalkaji, coordinating all movements and making arrangement over mobile phone at hospital specified by the consumer. It was an interesting idea. Lifeline enlisted about 350 subscribers at the onset and saw the number rising for at least a year after that. But 1999 saw a trail-off and by the end of 2000, Lifeline was off the hook-for good. The business had failed. Questions for discussion: 1) Was it a good business idea? Did lifeline understand the consumer needs to fulfill it? 2) What consumer behavior related information did lifeline need before its launch of service? 3) How does consumer make decisions for buying such a services?



(MBA303M12)



MBA304F12 MBA Degree Examinations - December, 2015 (Regulation 2012-13) (Examination at the end of III Semester)



Paper-IV: Working Capital Management Time :



Three hours



Maximum Marks: 70



SECTION-A



5x3=15M



Answer any FIVE questions from the following: 1. a) Optimum working capital c) Credit analysis approaches e) Precautionary motive of holding cash g) Trade credit



b) Inter corporate deposits d) FSN analysis f) EOQ h) Reorder level



SECTION-B Answer all Questions



5x8=40M



2. a) Define the term working capital. What factors would you take into consideration in estimating the working capital needs of a concern? (or) b) Explain about the classification of working capital and also explain the advantages of adequate working capital. 3. a) What is letter of credit? How can it be used as a short term source of finance for working capital adjustment? (or) b) Define the methods of performance appraisal and discuss the modern methods in detail. 4. a) The annual cash requirement of A Ltd. is Rs.10 lakhs. The company has marketable securities in lot sizes of Rs.50,000/-, Rs.1,00,000/-, Rs.2,00,000/-, Rs.2,50,000 and Rs.5,00,000. Cost of conversion of marketable securities per lot is Rs.1,000. The company can earn 5% annual yield on its securities. You are required to prepare a table indicating which lot size will have to be sold by the company. Also show that the economic lot size can be obtained by the Baumol Model. (or) b) Discuss the various aspects of receivables management. 5. a) What is meant by inventory management? Why is it essential to a business concern? (or) b) What is A-B-C analysis? How is it useful as a tool of inventory management? 6. a) Explain about the new trends in financing of working capital by banks. (or) b) Explain about various policies of RBI and their implications on working capital finance. SECTION – C Case Study (Compulsory)



1x15=15M



7. A trader whose current sales are Rs.15 lakhs p.a. and average collection period is 30 days wants to pursue a more literal credit policy to improve sales. A study made by a consultant firm reveals the following information. Credit Policy Increase in collection period Increase in sales A 15 days Rs.60,000 B 30 days Rs.90,000 C 45 days Rs.1,50,000 D 60 days Rs.1,80,000 E 90 days Rs.2,00,000 The selling price per unit is Rs.5. Average cost per unit is Rs.4 and variable cost per unit is Rs.2.75. The required rate of return on additional investment is 20%. Assume 360 days in a year and also assume that there are no bad debts.



MBA304H12 MBA Degree Examinations - December, 2015 (Regulation 2012-13) (Examination at the end of III Semester)



Paper-IV: Performance and Reward Management Time : Three hours



Maximum Marks: 70



SECTION-A



5x3=15M



Answer any FIVE questions from the following: 8. Write short notes on: a) Factors affecting Performance Management b) Principles of Performance Management c) Determinants of Performance d) Diagnosing e) Performance Relationship Maps f) HR Score Card g) Wage levels h) Women Executives SECTION-B Answer all Questions



5x8=40M



9. a) Define strategic planning? What are its objectives and discuss the steps involved in strategic planning. (or) b) Discuss the concept, objectives and principles of performance management. 10. a) What do you mean by performance appraisal system? What are the determinants of performances to be considered while appraising the performance of an employee? (or) b) Define the methods of performance appraisal and discuss the modern methods in detail. 11. a) Define mentoring and discuss the hurdles in mentoring. (or) b) Explain how to organize performance improvement department? 12. a) Explain the wage structure followed in India. (or) b) Briefly describe about executive compensation and explain several factors affecting executive compensation. 13. a) Explain various social security measures in India. (or) b) Define the concept of compensation. Explain compensation of special groups, technical professional and women executives in detail. SECTION – C Case Study (Compulsory)



1x15=15M



14. Mr.C.S. Sharma joined in 1970 in Indian Institute of Technology – a premier educational institution in the country imparting higher level education in technology. His job demands higher level and latest knowledge, higher level teaching skills and other skills in introducing and practicing different teaching methods and bringing coordination between the institute and industry. The institute implemented the pay scales in 1976 recommended by the University Grants Commission which were at par with the pay scales of teachers in universities and colleges. The demands of the jobs in universities and colleges are quite low compared to those of the institute. Contd ..



:: 2 :: The Pay of Mr. Sharma has been fixed at that level of Mr. Singh, who joined the Institute in 1974 as the University Grants Commission did not recommended any weightages for the teachers who put up less than five year’s experience. Mr. Shastry was quite unhappy over the parity of salary of the teachers and college teachers on the one hand and equalizing his pay with his junior Mr. Singh on the other hand. The institute again revised the pay scales of the teachers in 1987 based on the pay scales recommended by the University Grants Commission in 1986. University Grants Commission again maintained parity in pay scales of Institute teachers, university teachers and college teachers. The pay scale of Mr. Sharma was revised and it was fixed at Rs.3,700 which was equal to the pay of Mr. Singh, Mr. Kulkarni who joined the institute in 1984 and Mr.Prasad who joined the institute in 1988. Mr. Sharma rushed to the chambers of the Director of the Indian Institute of Technology on 20th July, 1988 and told him he was quitting the job in the institute and he was going to join Government Degree College, Rajahmundry. He further said that he was going to get the same salary in a small town. The Director was shocked after listening to Mr. Sharma. Questions: 1) Do you justify the decision made by Mr. Sharma? 2) Do you suggest any measures to stop Mr. Sharma from quitting the job? 3) Do you think that there is something wrong with the institute pay practices and the University Grants Commission’s recommendations? If yes, what are they? How do you rectify them?



(MBA304H12)



MBA304M12 MBA Degree Examinations - December, 2015 (Regulation 2012-13) (Examination at the end of III Semester)



Paper-IV: Product and Brand Management Time :



Three hours



Maximum Marks: 70



SECTION-A



5x3=15M



Answer any FIVE questions from the following: 1. Write short notes on: a) Product mix c) Brand loyalty e) Labelling g) Product Research



b) Product positioning d) Brand equity f) Family brand h) Brand licensing SECTION-B Answer all Questions



5x8=40M



2. a) Write a note on product classification. (or) b) Explain the strategies in new product development. 3. a) Explain about product mix and line decisions. (or) b) Explain about the concept of product positioning in detail. 4. a) Explain the various stages in Brand Life Cycle. (or) b) What is brand? Explain the characteristics of a good brand in detail. 5. a) Explain the concept of “Brand Equity”. Discuss the various techniques of calculating Brand equity. (or) b) Define Brand value. Explain the steps involved in Brand Building. 6. a) Explain the importance of packaging and labeling in managing a brand. (or) b) Most of the foreign brands introduced in India have failed, briefly discuss the possible reasons. SECTION – C Case Study (Compulsory)



1x15=15M



7. Rajesh and Naresh are two enterprising youth. They have passed out from a premier management institute. They decided instead of doing a job, they will launch fresh vegetables in Indian Marketing. Having learnt of the future conventional foods, they decided to venture into cultivation of mushrooms. Mushrooms are known to be the best alternative food for vegetarians. For Rajesh and Naresh, fund raising was a serious handicap for mass production. However, the first trial batch of mushrooms that they produced was bought by star hotel in Mumbai. Further, the hotel placed orders for supply of 20kgs. every day. Rajesh and Naresh want to sell mushrooms in a very big way all over India. How will you guide Rajesh and Naresh in a) Product Strategies b) Brand Positioning c) Brand Strategies



MBA305F12 MBA Degree Examinations - December, 2015 (Regulation 2012-13) (Examination at the end of III Semester)



Paper-V: Security Analysis and Portfolio Management Time :



Three hours



Maximum Marks: 70



SECTION-A



5x3=15M



Answer any FIVE questions from the following: 1. Write short notes on: a) Speculation d) Dow theory g) APT



b) Beta coefficient e) Efficient frontier h) Formula Plans



c) Multiplier approach f) Optimal portfolio



SECTION-B Answer all Questions



5x8=40M



2. a) What do you mean by investment? Explain the objectives and the avenues of investment. (or) b) Define risk. Explain various types of risks and the strategies to overcome different types of risks. 3. a) Explain the concept of ‘present value’ in share valuation and also explain about different share valuation models. (or) b) What is meant by the duration of the bond? Explain its significance. 4. a) “Fundamental analysis provides an analytical frame work for rational investment decision making”. Explain. (or) b) What is technical analysis? Explain the merits and demerits of technical analysis as a tool of security analysis. 5. a) Explain the concept of efficient market hypothesis and forms of market efficiency. (or) b) The estimated rates of return, beta co-efficients and standard deviations of some securities are as given below. Security Estimated return (%) Beta Standard deviation (%) A 35 1.60 50 B 28 1.40 40 C 21 1.10 30 D 18 0.90 25 E 15 0.75 20 F 12 0.60 18 The risk free rate of return is 8%. The market return is expected to be 20%. Determine which of the above securities are over priced and which are under priced. 6. a) CAPM can be used to evaluate the pricing of securities”. Discuss. (or) b) What is meant by portfolio revision? What factors necessitates portfolio revision? SECTION – C Case Study (Compulsory) 7. Given the following information: Portfolios A B C D Beta 1.10 0.8 1.8 1.4 Return (%) 14.5 11.25 19.75 18.5 Standard deviation (%) 20.0 17.5 26.3 24.5 Risk free rate of return 6%, market return 12%. Calculate i) Sharpe Ratio ii) Traynor ratio and iii) Jensen ratio



1x15=15M



MBA305H12 MBA Degree Examinations - December, 2015 (Regulation 2012-13) (Examination at the end of III Semester)



Paper-V: Industrial Relations and Employment Laws Time : Three hours



Maximum Marks: 70



SECTION-A



5x3=15M



Answer any FIVE questions from the following: 1. Write short notes on: a) Hunger Strike b) Functions of Trade Union c) Negotiation d) Code of discipline e) Industrial tribunals f) Collective Bargaining g) Partial disablement h) Safety officer SECTION-B Answer all Questions



5x10=50M



2. a) Discuss the causes and consequences of Industrial Disputes in detail. (or) b) Elucidate the impact of globalization on trade union movement. 3. a) What are the reasons for the failure of collective bargaining in India? Give some suggestions to make collective bargaining, a success. (or) b) Discuss the schemes of workers participation in management in India. 4. a) Explain the difference between arbitration and conciliation. What are the good qualities of a good conciliator? (or) b) What are the legal procedures for settlement of Industrial Disputes in India? 5. a) Discuss the provisions of Industrial Disputes Act, 1947 relating to voluntary reference of disputes to arbitrator. (or) b) What are the matters to provide for in the standing order under the Industrial Employment (Standing Order) Act, 1946? 6. a) Discuss the provisions of Minimum Wages Act, 1948 to claim arising out of payment. (or) b) What are the conditions for eligibility of Bonus under Payment of Bonus Act, 1965?



MBA305M12 MBA Degree Examinations - December, 2015 (Regulation 2012-13) (Examination at the end of III Semester)



Paper-V: Services Marketing Time :



Three hours



Maximum Marks: 70



SECTION-A



5x3=15M



Answer any FIVE questions from the following: 1. Write short notes on: a) Significance of Services Marketing c) Services marketing mix e) Service Audit g) Service marketing triangle



b) Service life cycle d) SERVQUAL f) Moment of truth h) Two levels of expectation



SECTION-B Answer all Questions



5x8=40M



2. a) “Many Economics in the world are becoming Service Economy”. Is this a positive direction? Give reasons. (or) b) What are the characteristics of Services? What challenges do the chance offer to services marketing. 3. a) What is the zone of tolerance? What is the significance of zone of tolerance in services marketing? (or) b) Explain the factors influencing Customer Expectation of Services. 4. a) Discuss the pricing strategies applicable for services with suitable examples. (or) b) Explain the concept of moment of truth and discuss the important elements in the management of moment of truth. 5. a) How is service quality perceived by customers? (or) b) Explain the concept of Customer Satisfaction. Explain its determinants and measures. 6. a) Discuss various Service Recovery Strategies. (or) b) What is meant by Service deficiencies and failures? How can they overcome? SECTION – C Case Study (Compulsory)



1x15=15M



McDonald’s In India 7. McDonald’s is a leading international fast food restaurant chain with 30,000 restaurants spread across the globe. In India, it launched its operations in 1996 with two stoves. In 2003, it had 54 restaurants with a daily inflow of 500 thousand customers. It plans to add 15 more outlets by the end of 2004. As per the Informal Eating Out (IEO) survey involving the survey of branded food chains in India, conducted by A.C.Nielsen, McDonald’s was found to be the leader in fast food chains. Many factors can be attributed to the success of McDonald’s Indian operations. First, McDonald’s has focus on products and changed it menu to suit the taste of Indian customers. It launched India’s specific items, including McVeggieTM burger, McAloo TikkiTM burger and chicken McGrillTM burger. Considering Indians preferences and sensibilities, the company doesn’t offer pork and beef items in India. It offers egg less sandwich sauces for vegetarian customers, vegetarian items are prepared at the separate counter at the outlets. Contd..



:: 2 :: On the pricing front McDonald’s has adopted customized pricing for each of the cities depending upon the Tax structure, demand and purchasing power of the population. However, to attract the mass market customers, it launched a new menu called the Happy Price Menu in which select items were priced at INR twenty across all the outlets in the country. As McDonald’s is into the food business, establishing an efficient supply chain, infrastructure is a great influence. McDonald’s has, therefore, focused on setting an efficient and effective supply chain. Its supply chain is three tired, consisting of firms, processing plans and distribution centres. The company has selected farmers who can meet its quality and supply standards and directly sources the produce from them. They are supported by McDonald’s in terms of seed technology and the latest irrigation method to enable them to obtain higher yields and better produce. The next level of supply chain activities involves the processing of firm produced. For this the company has tried up with various local suppliers like Vista. Processed Foods Pvt. Ltd. A Joint venture OSI Industries Inc. USA and McDonald’s India Pvt. Ltd. that process chich and vegetarian food products at its plant situated at Taloja, Maharashtra. Dynamix Diary supplies cheese, butter, ghee and milk products and Amrit food supllies long life UHT Milk and Milk products for frozen desserts from its fully automated plant situated Ghaziabad, Uttar Pradesh. The next level of supply chain activity is the distribution of processed food to the outlets. For this, the company has tied up with Radha Krishna food land which is into food products distribution. Foodland provides logistics support to McDonalds by providing cold storage facilities and transporting the processed foods to the outlets using temperature controlled transport vehicles. To maintain the service standards, the company has made mandatory for personnel to undergo periodic training programmes. The core principles of McDonald’s quality, service, cleanliness and value [QSC&V] – guides its training programmes. The company highly structure training programmes are conducted on four levels: Crew Development Programme, Restaurant Management Programme, Mid Management Programme and Executive Development Programme. The training is conducted at each restaurant. Crew members are given on-the-job training and off-the-job training. The next level of training is the management development programme. The training programme is devised for the employees for the restaurant management team. The programme ranges from the basic level to the advanced level. McDonald’s are also focused on creating right ambience in the outlets. The company has positioned its outlets as a restaurant that caters to the typical Indian family and the physical environment reflects that image with the atmosphere being informal and bright. The outlets are spacious for kids, to play a round and the families have the facilities to conduct events like birthday parties. In addition, the outlets have been made non-spoking zones to reflect the sensibilities of Indian families. McDonald’s also lays special emphasis on kids. The outlets have low counters for easy accessibility to kids. Besides, vibrant colour and theme based painting leasing to kids have been used. McDonald’s has developed localized acts in line with the advertising strategies of the parent company. Localized acts with the punch line “I’M Lovin’ it” were created. Humorous acts with the theme “What your Banana is” were developed to put the message across to the consumers. The protagonists in the adds cite weird reasons for eating out at McDonald’s. In addition, McDonald’s also carries out various sales promotion activities to keep up the interest in the brand like offering toys and other accessories, and conducting contexts. Questions: 1. The services marketing mix consists of three additional elements like people, process and physical evidence apart from the traditional marketing mix elements such as product, price and place. How was McDonald’s able to utilize these additional three elements to market its services? 2. The proliferation of western fast food chains such as McDonald’s Pizzahut, subway and Dominos in the Indian market has only been a recent phenomenon. What are the reasons that have contributed to the increased popularity of western fast-food chains in India? (MBA305M12)
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